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Traditional Kitchen 
by Kristine Hanna

Items used: 
#14403 3"W Stove/Sink
#14402 2"W Base with 1 Drawer
#14405 2"W Base with 4 Drawers
#14407 2"W Upper Cabinet
#13432 Kitchen Stove Kit
#58743 Kitchen Counter Set
#14497 Hanna Pot Filler
#55134 Aged Broze Kitchen Utensils
#34169 4-Pc. Pantry Staples Set
#54065 Life, Raisin Bran and Grape Nuts Cereal Set
#7348 3/16" Lap Beadboard Sheet
#59529 16-Pc. Beverage Service Set
#57323 Four White Mugs
#53268 Four Crystal Bowls
#9154 1/16" Sheet Wood Set
#9123 1/8" Sheet Wood Set 

Some miniatures.com items listed may be temporarily 
unavailable or may be permanently discontinued; we 
apologize for any inconvenience.

• Range Hood - It's a simple box design that looks modern
and is easy to construct.  I made it from 1/16" basswood
sheets and stained the outside.  It's 3" wide and goes up to
the ceiling.  I like how, with all the blue and grey tones in the
kitchen, it adds some much-needed warmth.

• Cabinets - While I love the opening feature of these
cabinets, the uppers are a bit short for a modern kitchen
and have a more traditional look than I wanted.  I was
able to modernize them by adding an additional open
shelf under the uppers.  It not only added extra height
but also gave me the opportunity to display some of the
glasses and cups.  It's my favorite part of the kitchen.  And
I love how I can play with opening the doors to reveal the
pantry goods, and then have my dishes on display! I did
this with 1/8" basswood and painted it the same navy as the
cabinets, and then I left the back open so you would see the
beadboard sheets that I used on the wall.

• Countertop and Backsplash - I printed out a pattern on
sticky paper and wrapped it around a piece of 1/8 acrylic
(basswood, balsa, or MDF would work too).

• Pot filler - I used a gold spray paint on the pot filler and
used crazy glue to adhere it to the wall.  Nothing really
special, but I do think spray painting is superior to using a
paint brush on 3D prints.
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